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Introduction
This paper proposes the encoding of two diacritical marks used in the Chữ Nôm
script to indicate alternate readings of Hán characters (chữ Hán). These marks
(dấu) are collectively referred to in Vietnamese as cá-nháy, from the terms for the
two most common marks, cá 个 (variant: ) and nháy𡿨.
Chữ Nôm is composed roughly of two types of ideographic characters: characters
borrowed directly from Chinese (chữ Hán) and characters created in Vietnam to
represent native Vietnamese words (chữ Nôm)1. Figure 1 provides a convenient
overview and further break down of this scheme2.
The borrowed characters, chữ mượn Hán, were used to write the many words
imported from a dialect of Middle Chinese, with original meanings and readings
adapted into a Vietnamese standardization of that dialect (called Hán-Việt or SinoVietnamese, SV). They were also used without modification to represent native
words and sounds.
For example:
日 sun, SV nhật > Vietnamese nhặt (pick up, gather, etc.)
1

This includes words borrowed from Chinese during a very early stage, but which are
considered native words, such as 鈽 búa, meaning “axe”, derived from Chinese 斧
2
Hông, 2014, p 17
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白 white, SV bạch > Vietnamese trắng (white)
To overcome the inherent ambiguity in such a system, writers resorted to various
schemes to distinguish Vietnamese from Sino-Vietnamese usage. Among these
schemes, scholars distinguish two main categories3:
1. The application of diacritical marks to an original Hán character.
2. Composition of new characters containing phonetic and or semantic elements.
In the first scheme, diacritics are used to indicate that a borrowed character was
being used as a native word, and that a native reading approximated by the Sino
Vietnamese reading should be used4. In the second, some writers created new
characters using phonetic elements to more directly specify the native reading.
To illustrate this difference using the two characters shown above:
1. the mark nháy was added to 日 to obtain  nhặt.
2. the phonetic element 壯 tráng was added to 白, creating 𤽸 trắng.
Similar to nháy, the mark cá
"thick, dense".5

was also added to 日 to obtain 𪰇nhặt, meaning

Additional examples of cá and nháy can be seen in figure 2.
Encoding history and usage
Cá and nháy were originally encoded in TCVN 5773-1993, the Vietnamese
national standard for Chữ Nôm6. In defining them, TCVN 5773-1993 clearly
distinguish them as "marks" not "characters". Specifically, TCVN 5773-1993 §5.3
and §5.4 of distinguish the encoding of "Non-combining" character from
"Combined (sic) character":

3

Hoang 2004, p. 1. Though as suggested here, sometimes the boundaries are not clear, for
example the rare case where cá is used as a phonetic, e.g. 𩵜 cá (fish).
4
Hồng 2013 pp 511-524, provides a detailed discussion of the different ways these marks
were used
5
6

Both examples in Hồng 2013, p. 1335.
See figures 3 and 4 at the end of the proposal.
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5.3 Non-combining character: member of the set of Nôm characters (except for 个
cá V+A171 and 𡿨 nháy V+A02F)
5.4 Combining character: a member of an identified subset of the coded character
set of this standard, i.e 个 cá and 𡿨 nháy marks (V+A171 and V+A02F,
respectively), intended for combination with non-combining character (sic)7
TCVN 5773-1993 calls out these two marks since they are the most productive. In
the VNPF digital library alone we have identified close to 400 instances of
characters combined with nháy and 160 combined with cá. We have also identified
a small number of other marks. However, it is not yet clear that they are of
sufficient productivity to warrant encoding. Further discussion may be found
below.
While the non-combining unique characters of TCVN 5773-1993 were largely
included in Unicode, for some reason, the cá-nháy were left out. It is not clear
whether the omission was deliberate or merely an oversight, but it is an omission
that needs to be remedied to facilitate the interchange of chữ Nôm information
among user communities, such as the Facebook group 委班復生漢喃越南 (Ủy
Ban Phục Sinh Hán Nôm Việt Nam).
Compatibility considerations.
Given the lack of the appropriate characters in Unicode, current practice to
represent nháy is to type a LESS THAN SIGN, U+003C or the ideograph
U+21FE8 following the base letter, while cá is represented either by U+4E2A 个
or the variant U+4E87 亇. None of these are satisfactory since they lack the
properties necessary to support the desired clustering behavior. Mapping will be
required to migrate from pseudo TCVN 5733-1993 to full Unicode, once the marks
are encoded.
To our knowledge, no characters with glyphs containing nháy have been encoded
in Unicode. However, a rather large number (64) of glyphs, such as U+2A76A
composed with the mark are already in Unicode. Compatibility decomposition
mappings for these can be provided by the VNPF.
Behavior and positioning.

7

TCVN 5773-1993 , p. 3
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As with other combining marks, the cá-nháy should immediately follow the base
character, in almost all cases a Hán Ideograph. In this respect, they are similar to
the four IDEOGRAPHIC TONE MARKs encoded at U+302A-U+302D. Both
marks are typically attached to the right of the base character, though variations of
the nháy can be found above and below the center line of the base ideograph. They
can also be integrated more closely into the shape of the base character as seen in
the examples below. Font developers may wish to use positioning or ligature tables
in their fonts to obtain a more precise appearance.
Shape and Variants
Nháy has two common forms. By far, the most common is that shown in the
picture below, which can be found at http://www.chunom.org/pages/21FE8.

A variant form of nháy, typically found in texts from South Vietnam, uses the form
seen below, applied to the character 庄:
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The variants do not normally appear in a single text. If needed, they can be
encoded using a variation sequence.
As noted above, cá has two forms. The source form is 个, but , a cursive
rendition of 个, is much more common. Here is an example from the 1872 ed. of
the Truyện Kiều, in which we see cá 亇 added to 量 to mark the reading as lưỡng.

Our suggestion is to treat as as primary, and 个 as a variation.

Other marks
Some scholars of Nôm argue for a larger set of marks. 4 are often cited8,
1. the element ⺄ in U+2B86E 𫡮.
2. the two dots on the either side of 力 in the character U+529E 办.
3. the element  ( and its variant 𬼀 ) in the character .
4. the two dots ⺀on the left side of the nôm Tày character .

8

See figure 5 below for examples
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In most cases, these elements be shown to be abbreviations (viết tắt) of more
complex characters — in these examples 𩄲, 辦, 鎻, and 咟, respectively. Also the
other marks have not yet been proved to be as productive as cá and nháy.
Therefore, they are not included in the current proposal. However, we do suggest
leaving space for future additions.
Collation
Almost every dictionary of chữ Nôm sorts entries using the quốc ngữ reading of
each character. Where there are collisions or in appendices using stroke-based
schemes, secondary orderings are based on total strokes or Kang Xi radical-stroke.
In these stroke based orderings, cá-nháy are treated as additional strokes. Nháy is
assigned 2 strokes and cá is assigned 3. This is illustrated in figure 6 below.
Names and Properties
As noted above, the properties of the cá-nháy are similar to the IDEOGRAPHIC
TONE MARKs, so, ideally they would be placed within the same CJK Symbols
and Punctuation block. Unfortunately, there is no longer space there, so an
alternative would be to place them in the newer Ideographic Smbols and
Punctuation block (16FE0 - 16FFF). The most salient property of the cá-nháy is
their role as combining marks. The proposed properties reflect this.
16FF0;VIETNAMESE ALTERNATE READING MARK CA;Mc;6;L;;;;;N;;;;;
16FF1;VIETNAMESE ALTERNATE READING MARK NHAY;Mc;6;L;;;;;N;;;;;
LineBreak.txt
16FF0;CM

# Mc

VIETNAMESE ALTERNATE READING MARK CA

16FF1;CM

# Mc

VIETNAMESE ALTERNATE READING MARK NHAY

Representative Glyphs
While there maybe be variations in specific texts, the glyphs used in the Nom Na
Tong font are based on the most common shape and should be used in the code
charts
16FF0

VIETNAMESE ALTERNATE READING MARK CA

𖿰

16FF1

VIETNAMESE ALTERNATE READING MARK NHAY

𖿱
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Figure 1 Structure of Nôm characters (Hồng 2014, p 17)
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Figure 2. Examples of cá and nháy (Đinh 2014, p. 9)
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Figure 3 TCVN 5773-1993 V+A171 cá
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Figure 4. TCVN 5773-1993, V+A02F, nháy
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Figure 5, Additional marks (Vũ, 1994. p 11)
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Figure 6. Collation examples (Hồng, 2014, p. 2259)
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A. Administrative
1. Title:
Proposal to Encode Two Vietnamese Alternate Reading Marks
2. Requester's name:
Lee Collins, Ngô Thanh Nhàn
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution):
Liason
4. Submission date:
4 October 2017
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):
6. Choose one of the following:
This is a complete proposal:
Yes
(or) More information will be provided later:
B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:
a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):
No
Proposed name of script:
b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block:
Yes
Name of the existing block:
Ideographic Smbols and Punctuation block (16FE0

-

16FFF)
2. Number of characters in proposal:

2

3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):
A-Contemporary
B.1-Specialized (small collection)
x
B.2-Specialized (large collection)
C-Major extinct
D-Attested extinct
E-Minor extinct
F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic
G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols
4. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
Ýe
a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”
in Annex L of P&P document?
Yes
b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
Yes
5. Fonts related:
a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the standard?
Vietnamese Nôm Preservation Foundation
b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):
Vietnamese Nôm Preservation Foundation, www.nomfoundation.org
6. References:
a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
Yes
b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)
of proposed characters attached?
Yes
7. Special encoding issues:
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,
presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
Yes
8. Additional Information:
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that will assist
in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script. Examples of such properties
are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour information such as line breaks, widths
etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up
contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization related information. See the Unicode standard at
http://www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts. Also see Unicode Character Database (
HTU
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http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/ ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for consideration by the
Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.
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C. Technical - Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before?
No
If YES explain
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,
Yes
user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)?
If YES, with whom?
Scholars at Han-Nom institute in Hanoi, users active in Facebook group Ủy Ban

Phục Sinh Hán Nôm Việt Nam, etc.
If YES, available relevant documents:
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:
Yes
size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included?
Both scholarly and popular
Reference:
4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
Rare
Reference:
5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?
Yes
See proposal
If YES, where? Reference:
6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely
No
in the BMP?
If YES, is a rationale provided?
If YES, reference:
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?
Yes
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing
Yes
character or character sequence?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
Yes, but the proposed characters are combining marks, not stand alone
If YES, reference:
characters
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either
No
existing characters or other proposed characters?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)
Yes
to, or could be confused with, an existing character?
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
See proposal
If YES, reference:
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences?
If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
Yes, see proposal
If YES, reference:
Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
If YES, reference:
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as
control function or similar semantics?
If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

Yes

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters?
If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?
If YES, reference:

No
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Yes

Yes

No
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